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With the increasing volume of information-sharing in on-
line platforms, privacy has become a central concern. Many
individuals are willing to take costly actions in order to pre-
vent platforms, retailers, advertisers as well as acquaintances
from having access to their private information. There is
relatively little work, however, on how privacy concerns im-
pact online behavior. In this paper, we take a first step
by considering a network formation game in the presence
of information leakage over the network, which is costly for
individuals.

In our model, each individual decides to form directed
links to others. Links have heterogeneous benefits (e.g., an
individual receives benefits from befriending others in a so-
cial media platform). Once formed, these links also transmit
information, however. For example, a friendship link over a
social media platform inevitably involves some information
sharing, while online trades will necessarily give informa-
tion to the user’s trading partner about his or her prefer-
ences. More important than the direct transmission of this
information is indirect transmission over the network: the
relevant information can travel not only to one’s friend but
also to friends of friends, etc. This makes the cost of loss of
privacy for an individual a function of the equilibrium net-
work (which other friendships have formed in equilibrium).
Though the social interactions captured by our model are
potentially complex, the setup is relatively parsimonious. It
consists of a matrix of benefits of direct links, a cost of loss
of privacy (the cost of an individual’s information being ob-
served by each other agent in the network), and percolation
process for the travel of information over the network.

We first characterize properties of the equilibrium net-
work. Our first result identifies an endemic problem of non-
existence of pure-strategy equilibria. We then find sufficient
and necessary conditions for the existence of pure-strategy
equilibria. The condition is that the matrix of benefits of
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direct links is such that there are high benefits only on a
subset of edges which form a “forest” (collection of trees).
As a final characterization result, we also establish an inter-
esting phase transition in pure-strategy equilibria as we vary
the ability of information transmission. As this probability
increases, there are two opposing forces: first, with higher
transmission probability, an agent’s information is likely to
reach any other agent she is indirectly connected to, and this
discourages connections. Secondly, and in contradiction to
the first force, this greater transmission probability also im-
plies that the cost of connecting directly to such an agent is
lower, thus encouraging greater connections. We show that
the resolution of these two opposing forces implies that until
a critical value of this threshold is reached, the equilibrium
network becomes more and more sparse as its transmission
probability increases, but as this critical value is reached,
the equilibrium becomes a collection of densely-connected
cliques (which are themselves sparsely connected to each
other).

Our other sets of results concern the patterns of connec-
tions that occur (in pure strategy or mixed-strategy equilib-
ria). Our first major result shows that equilibrium networks
feature clustered connections. This pattern emerges because
if a is friends with b and b is friends with c, then a’s infor-
mation is likely to be shared indirectly with c anyway, thus
making it less costly for a to befriend c. Second, we show
that the equilibrium network features homophily. The rea-
son for this is that even an infinitesimal advantage in terms
of direct benefits of friendship within a group makes linkages
within that group more likely, in turn making information
travel within that group, reducing the cost of making further
within-group links due to loss of privacy, and thus increasing
the likelihood of further within-group links.
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